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Abstract 
This paper investigates whether there are benefits in terms of higher economic stability from 
incorporating stock prices into the price index targeted by the central banks. It also looks into 
the question of whether central banks should use stock prices as a component of the output 
stability index and how the index can be constructed. An optimization technique is employed 
to estimate weights for the various sectoral prices. The obtained weights, which depend on 
sectoral parameters, differ from those used in the construction of the consumer price index, 
CPI. Using data from the UK and the US, our analysis demonstrates that in comparison to the 
CPI, our measure of inflation leads to higher output stability. Thus, in an inflation-targeting 
monetary policy environment, it is important to adopt a broader inflation benchmark than the 
CPI for the general macroeconomic stability. 
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1. Introduction 
Over the period of last twenty years, central banks of the developed countries have adopted 
and successfully implemented inflation targeting, IT. The meeting of preset, publicly 
announced targets for the rate of inflation was crucial for achieving price stability. The period 
when IT regime was adopted also coincides with the ‘great moderation’ period during which 
not only excessive inflation was addressed, but also economic recession was largely absent, 
until the advent of the 2007-08 financial crisis. Even when the financial crisis forced the 
central banks to embark on non-conventional policies in the form of quantitative easing, QE, 
IT still remains at the core of their policy-making decisions. Stabilization of both inflation 
and output have constitutes a great part of the recent work on monetary policy (e.g. Clarida et 
al. 1999, 2000 and 2001; Svensson, 2010, 1999a and 1999b; Abo-Zaid and Tuzemen, 2012; 
Kurozumi, 2012). These authors suggest that central banks should aim at addressing both 
output volatility and rising inflation
2
. 
Policy makers have used variety of methods to minimize detrimental effects of 
inflation and to contain it at a level that is consistent with the overall objective of economic 
growth and stability. The benchmark typically used by monetary authorities for inflation 
targeting is the consumer price index, CPI. However, the CPI, as constructed in many 
countries, covers only part of the cost of living; asset prices such as real estate and equities 
are commonly excluded from its computation. The existing literature (e.g. Mankiw and Reis, 
2003; Goodhart, 2001) recognizes that the currently employed price indices may not be 
suitable for conducting monetary policy. The CPI, in particular, does not account for 
expected inflation (Alchian and Klein, 1973; Kent and Lowe, 1997; Shiratsuka, 1999; 
Goodhart, 2001). 
While the IT regime has been instrumental in handling inflation, there is growing 
concern that price stability could be impaired in the aftermath of amplified risks from 
financial instability. Kent and Lowe (1997) argue that asset price increases tend to have, 
through their influence on the financial structure, small direct but large indirect effects on 
prices. Following an increase in asset prices, financial institutions expand credit to purchase 
assets or accept assets as collaterals for loans. This is a clear indication of the importance of 
choosing an inflation measure to be targeted by the monetary authorities which takes into 
account the financial sector. Similarly, Blanchard et al. (1993), Cecchetti et al. (2000), and 
Bordo and Jeanne (2002) argue that substantial consideration should be given to asset price 
fluctuations as well as to aggregate price movements in order to eliminate misalignments that 
could result in macroeconomic instability. This is because asset prices form a valuable aid in 
forecasting static inflation. This strand of the literature maintains that asset prices may be 
pro-cyclical, with subsequent consequences on the stability of financial markets
3
. Several 
papers have shown strong relationship between inflation and financial asset returns. These 
include Laopodis (2010), Al-Khazali and Pyun (2004), Lee (2003) and Kolluri and Wahab 
(2008). 
It is therefore, apparent that financial sector fluctuations impact greatly on the real 
economy and should, consequently, play a major role in monetary policy decisions. Asset 
price changes influence expenditure decisions made by households and firms. An increase in 
the value of an asset makes people better off and inducing further spending. Rising (falling) 
asset prices increase (decrease) the cost of asset financing, thereby encouraging 
(discouraging) investment. These observations were borne out of the Japanese experience in 
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the 1980s, the asset price bubble in the US in the 1990s, and the 2007 sub-prime crisis. 
This study assumes that the central bank is committed to an inflation target regime 
and decides on the most appropriate inflation measure so as to stabilize the real economy. 
The paper fills in an important gap in the existing literature by attempting to answer the 
following questions: (i) should the central bank target a price index that incorporates not only 
the current costs of living but also future prices? (ii) will monetary policy perform better in 
terms of improving economic stability if the price index that is targeted by the central bank 
incorporates elements of the financial sector? (iii) how important is price stability (i.e. price 
index that incorporates aspects of financial sector) in explaining stability in the real 
economy? 
In light of the above, we construct a broad measure of inflation using data from the 
UK and the US (two countries characterized by predominance of financial markets in their 
economy) and examine its implications for output stability. Besides using the actual stock 
prices, we also distinguish between fundamental and bubble components of the stock prices
4
. 
Thus, for both countries, parameters and weights are estimated for three different 
combinations of sectoral prices: along with energy, food and other goods prices, we consider 
successively the actual stock prices, the fundamental component of the stock prices (which 
should be preferred in case of substantial stock price volatility), and the bubble component of 
the stock prices. 
The main contribution of the paper lies in the construction of a price index that 
combines the financial sector with traditional CPI components. While we apply the Mankiw 
and Reis (2003) optimization approach to assign weights to sectoral prices, our weights 
depend on sectoral parameters that differ from those used in the CPI. The resultant price 
index is referred to as the ‘output stability index’, OSI. Central banks that implement an IT 
regime are interested in indices that stabilize the real economy and produce price stability. To 
demonstrate the importance of our index, we evaluate the variance of the output gap using 
both the OSI and the CPI and compute the gain in economic stability achieved by targeting 
the former rather than the latter as generally the practice. 
Our paper differs from that of Mankiw and Reis (2003) in several aspects. First, we 
undertake a four-sector theoretical analysis of the central bank’s problem and derive it’s 
analytic solution. Second, we use asset prices instead of nominal wages. Third, we use 
generalized method of moments, GMM, to estimate the model parameters as the GMM 
estimator employs orthogonality conditions that minimize the correlation between 
idiosyncratic shocks and explanatory variables. Finally, Mankiw and Reis (2003) focus on a 
theoretical investigation of how heterogeneity affects operation of inflation target in a two-
sector model in which the associated empirical analysis is only meant to be preliminary. In 
our case, the centerpiece of the paper is a quantitative application of the approach. 
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 derives a four-sector analytic 
solution to the central banks’ problem. Section 3 briefly discusses the structures of the UK 
and the US asset markets, describes the data, and explains the estimation procedures. Section 
4 presents our empirical results regarding the model parameters, the optimal weights, and the 
obtained stability price indices. Section 5 concludes. 
2. The Basic Model: Solving for the Central’s Bank Problem 
A central bank that implements IT policy faces a problem of how to choose appropriate 
weights for a price index that it uses as a measure of inflation, which would lead to 
minimizing output volatility. Mankiw and Reis (2003) model this problem using several 
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different sectoral prices with regards to four characteristics
5
: (i) the budget share and CPI 
price weighting of various sectors; (ii) changing economic conditions that affect the 
flexibility of some prices but not others; (iii) prices that are highly responsive to business 
cycles in some sectors, while less so in others; (iv) comparatively high levels of idiosyncratic 
shocks in certain sectors.  
The existing literature allows for the inclusion of sectoral differences and their 
implications for monetary policy (Aoki, 2001; Mankiw and Reis, 2002). In addition, Mankiw 
and Reis (2003) suggest several propositions that can be obtained from these optimal weights 
to shed light on the nature of the solution. The summary of their propositions is that if the two 
sectors have different characteristics, then, varying weights are assigned to them, and when 
two sectors have same sectoral characteristics, equal weights are assigned to them. The 
results are more appealing when the sectoral characteristics diverge, as this reflects 
asymmetries in the sectors. Hence, this problem centres on determining optimal weights in 
the price index to be targeted. If this price index is used as the core measure of inflation by 
the central bank, it will lead to greater stability in economic condition (output gap). From 
these, and following in Mankiw and Reis (2003), the central bank’s problem can be 
represented as follows: 
 
 t
w
zVarmin
m
  for n,..,t;M,...,,m 2121    (1) 
where zt  represents the output gap at time t  and mw  denotes the weight for sectoral m . From 
Mankiw and Reis (2003), the micro-foundation solution for the equilibrium price in sector m  
can be represented as
6
: 
m,ttmt
e
m,t uzbpp         (2) 
where all these variables are in logs. e
m,tp   is the equilibrium price in sector m , tp  is the 
aggregate price index, mb  is the responsiveness of sector m   equilibrium price to the business 
cycle, and m,tu  represents idiosyncratic shock to sector s'm  at time t with variance 
2
m . The 
parameter mb  is the percentage change in the sectoral price caused by the percentage change 
in output gap. Equation (2) indicates that the optimal relative price in a sector is equal to the 
magnitude derived from the business cycle and the idiosyncratic shocks. The output gap puts 
pressure on the marginal costs and on the market powers of firms, and thus shifts the 
equilibrium price. In the general equilibrium model, changes in output gap influence 
equilibrium prices through the marginal costs. The response of the relative prices to the 
changes in business cycle is either countercyclical or procyclical, depending on the nature of 
the shock. The idiosyncratic relative price shock is referred to as the sector supply shock. The 
sector supply shock is defined as a sector-specific error term, which captures idiosyncratic 
price dynamics that are not attributable to the macroeconomic movements (Kaufmann and 
Lein, 2011).  
Equation (2) allows us to assess the responsiveness of sectoral prices with respect to 
changes in business cycles, and essentially provides an indication of a sector’s price changes 
in relation to the output gap. First, if a sector price is more responsive to the business cycle, it 
is then expected that the sector’s price should have higher optimal, mw  in the OSI. This 
means that the optimal mw  increases with an increase in the cyclical sensitivity parameter, 
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𝑏𝑚. Secondly, the level of noise (as measured by the variance of idiosyncratic shocks) differs 
between the relative prices. To consider the effects of idiosyncratic shocks on the optimal 
target weights; the larger the size of shocks in a sector, the lesser the importance that sector’s 
price should receive in the OSI. This means that an increase in the variance of the sectoral 
shocks, 
2
m  decreases the optimal weight, mw . This is because sector prices have low noise 
(i.e. smaller idiosyncratic shocks as measured by 
2
m ). A large and unpredictable price 
change is likely to be accompanied by large idiosyncratic shocks, therefore carrying 
relatively small information about price trends which in turn leads to a small weight in the 
target index (Cecchetti et al. 2000). Thirdly, sectoral prices differ on the basis of their 
weights in the CPI constructed by the Bureau of Statistics. CPI is a measure that consists of 
average of a basket of consumer goods and services such as food, energy, medical services 
and education etc. The construction is such that the weights are meant to reflect the relative 
importance of the goods and services as measured by their contributions to the total spending 
of households. As weights are based on the amount of money spent by the household on 
different goods, they are referred to as consumption (expenditure) weights. For sector m , the 
following relationship represents the standard CPI: 
m,t
M
m
mt pp 


1
                                   (3) 
where m  is the relative percentage (consumption weight) of different sectors in the usual 
consumer’s budget. In all the sectors, the CPI affects the equilibrium prices, demand and 
costs. A price sector with a comparatively high percentage in the CPI should receive a low 
weight. This means that an increase in consumption weight reduces the target weight. A price 
index computed for the attainment of economic stability should also take into account 
consumption weights. Conversely, in the CPI, relative weights depend on the share of each 
product in the consumption budget of the ordinary consumer. This illustrates that 
constructing a price index for determining monetary policy should be different from the one 
meant for calculating the cost of living. Accordingly, consumption weighting is positively 
related to sectoral shocks that result in unwanted movements in output and inflation. Through 
optimal policy making, the central bank should attempt to dampen the effect of these shocks 
on price equilibrium. For instance, measuring core inflation under IT is achieved by applying 
relatively less importance to, or permanently excluding, certain components of the price 
index on the grounds that their prices are considered to be unstable. Since the higher the 
shock, the more problematic it would be. Therefore, to minimize effect of a shock, a central 
bank should reduce the weight of the sector in the target price index.  
Finally, the model considers that for each time period there are some firms within the 
economy that gather and update information about the current state of the economy and 
adjust the optimal path of their future prices. The remaining firms continue using their 
previous plans and thus set prices based on outdated information (pre-set). This is consistent 
with models that suggest some sector prices are sluggish while others are flexible. For 
example Fischer (1977) indicates that this is as a result of some sector prices are set in 
advance by nominal contracts while Mankiw and Reis (2002) suggest that the sluggishness is 
due to the fact that some price setters are slow in changing their prices, reflecting lags in 
information processing. Therefore, these suggest that sector prices consist of a composite of 
flexible and sluggish prices. The latter are slower in responding to changes in economic 
conditions. Suppose m  sets prices based on advanced plans, and update information, and 
 6 
 m1  denotes proportion of sector m  that sets prices based on old information, then the 
sector price can be given as
7
:  
 
   em,tmem,tmm,t pEpp  1       (4) 
where  em,tpE  denotes the expected value of equilibrium sectoral price in time 1t  for time t
and the parameter m  measures sluggishness of prices in sector m .  Low values of  m
implies that relative prices do not react immediately to changes in economic conditions, 
while a high value of  mΨ (approaching 1) means that the sector’s actual price is closer to its 
equilibrium price level. In case of price sluggishness, smaller values of m  raise the optimal 
weight mw . That is, the less flexible a sector’s price is, the more weight that sector’s price is 
given in the OSI. The monetary authorities should target the sluggish price sector as the 
sluggishness reduces the impact of the output pressure on the sector’s price (Aoki, 2001).  
2.1 Optimal Weights for the Output Stability Index 
The solution to the central banks’ problem will result into set of optimal weights in a target 
price index which depends on the sectoral characteristics including 
2
mmm ,,b   and mΨ . 
These sectoral characteristics of the parameters are considered as exogenous in the model. 
The OSI has weighted average of sectoral prices. It is assumed that the central bank 
maintains a weighted mean of prices at a given level to target inflation, which can be set 
equal to zero without loss of generality. This can be denoted as: 
m,t
M
m
m pwp 


1
                   (6) 
where p  is the OSI, and mw is the target weight in sector m . The sum of the target weights 
mw  is equal to 1. That is: 
1
1


M
m
mw                         (7) 
The paper derives four sectoral functions addressing the problem faced by the central 
bank. The following assumptions are used in deriving the four-sector solution: (i) there are 
only four sectors, called sectors 1, 2, 3 and 4  4321 ,,,m  . (ii) the sectoral shocks 
 4321 u,u,u,u   are uncorrelated8.  (iii) the cyclical sensitivity parameters 321 b,b,b and 4b  are all 
positive. Equations (2) and (4) are solved to obtain a dynamic that accommodates sector price 
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 7 
deviations represented in equation (8).  The variables are taken as deviations from their mean 
value, such that: 
     tttm,tm,tm,tttt pEpp~,pEpp~,zEzz~   and  m,tm,tt uEuu~   
where tilde  ~ denotes its deviation form of the variable from its expected value and the 
expected value of all variable in the deviation form is zero. Therefore, the model is expressed 
as; 
m,ttmtm,t u
~z~bp~p~                   (8) 
    43211 ,,,m,p~Ep~p~ em,tmem,tmm,t       (9) 
44332211 ,t,t,t,tt p
~p~p~p~p~                  (10)
 
443322110 ,t,t,t,t p
~wp~wp~wp~w  , 0
1


m,t
M
m
m p
~w  
                        
(11)
 
The model considers four sectors  4321 ,,,m   as stated above, in which the average of the 
weights is equal to 1. The model is written as;  
 m,ttmtmm,t u~z~bp~p~                                 (12) 
  4321
3
1
1 ,t
m
m,tmt p
~p~p~ 

               
(13) 
  4321
3
1
10 ,t
m
m,tm p
~wwwp~w 

              
(14); 
where ,  3214 1 wwww    and  3214 1  . Equation (12) is solved for the 
equilibrium sectoral prices.  
Substituting the equilibrium sectoral prices into equation (14), we solve for variable
 tz~  with respect to the parameters  mmmm w,,,b  and the shocks , taking the conditional 
expectation of the square of the output gap, conditional upon 1tI , where tI is information up 
to time t , given the condition variance. This is because the conditional variance of the output 
gap, tz , is computed with regard to the deviation from the sector prices,  em,tm,t pEp  9, 
assuming the covariances of the shocks are uncorrelated, i.e. 
10
. All these 
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parameters are exogenous and time-specific where they are computed based on the 
information at 1t  for time t 11. The variance of the output gap is computed based on the 
following: 
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(15) 
Given the values for these parameters  2mmmm ,,,b  , the variance of output gap 
with respect to the 321 w,w,w  and 4w , is minimised subject to the constraint that the sum of 
the weights are equal to 1 i.e. 1
1


M
m
mw and probably imposing non-negative constraints 
 0mw . The desired optimal weights can be obtained by meeting these conditions. These 
optimal target weights are denoted by 321 w,w,w  and 4w  for sectors 1, 2, 3 and 4 respectively. 
These are functions of the sectoral characteristics. 
3. Asset Markets, Data Description and Estimation Procedure 
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The data-set consists of quarterly series for the UK and the US covering the period 1981:1 to 
2015:3. As discussed in Section 2, the paper is interested in analysing four sector price 
model: the prices of energy, food, other goods and services and the stock market in order to 
design a price index for the use of the central bank. In addition, the data-set also contains 
output gap and CPI for the respective countries. The food, energy and other goods variables 
are sourced from the OECD database
12
. The study utilizes the weights of different sectors in 
the typical consumer’s budget for both countries, which are taken from the OECD database. 
Our analysis requires the basket weight for one time period, but for the robustness checks, 
different periods’ consumption weights were also used. However, the results indicate no 
significant difference. Hodrick-Prescott (HP) filter was used to obtain the output gaps for the 
countries. Real GDP series were generated by deflating nominal GDP of the countries by 
using their respective GDP deflator, also sourced from the OECD database. The share (stock) 
price indices that proxied for the asset prices are taken from the IMF International Financial 
Statistics Database
13
. Stock indices are used because stock constitutes more than fifty percent 
of the assets managed and traded in these countries. The stock price variables are the 
capitalization-weighted index of the top 500 large companies listed stocks in the US 
(quarterly average of S&P 500 price index), while for the UK, quarterly average of FTSE all 
Share price index is used
14
. S&P is used because of its diversity relative to either Dow Jones 
or NASDAQ. Similarly, FTSE All Shares is preferred to FTSE 100 as the former is more 
inclusive than the latter in terms of their coverage.  
The UK and the US stock markets are among the largest, with an average market 
capitalization of about 129% and 120% of their GDP between 2000 and 2012, respectively. 
The high capitalization ratio for both countries reflects the high level of financial 
development and integration in the economies. Figure 1 shows the size of the stock markets 
for the two countries for 1990-2012. This contrasts so much with other countries, such as 
Austria that was just about 17% for the same period. In addition, they also host very 
prominent and largest stock exchanges in the world and IT regime has been well established 
into their monetary policy. The stock markets in these countries have played significant role 
in determining the state of their economies for about a century (Bordo and Wheelock 2006). 
Similarly, Hsing (2011) has found that the US stock market index is positively associated 
with its real GDP.  
Figure 1 
Asset Markets provide two essential functions as market securities and a price 
mechanism. The former maintains liquidity, which encourages investors to trade financial 
assets. The latter on the other hand, determines assets prices that reflect the true investment 
value of the assets. Generally, stock market is regarded as a good indicator of the economy’s 
performance. Huge downward swings are regarded as sign of a future economic recession 
while the opposite is seen as signal for future economic growth. This view is backed by the 
argument that stock prices incorporate future corporate earnings that is related to future 
output growth. Stock markets affect the economy via two channels. The first channel is 
through the wealth effects and second channel is that they are seen as avenues through which 
consumers and corporate organizations express their confidence in the economy and 
invariably react to monetary policy decisions as reported in Hilliard and Hilliard (2015). This 
is further buttressed by the argument of PWC (2013) that both the US and the UK stock 
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 https://stats.ukdataservice.ac.uk/index.aspx?r=668730&DataSetCode=IFS#. 
14
 The UK Share Price used is the FTSE All-Share Index, which is a market capitalization weighted index 
representing the performance of all eligible companies listed on the London Stock Exchange's main market. 
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markets recorded resilient rises during the fourth quarter of 2013 through to the middle of 
first quarter of 2013 even in the face of negative growths reported by the countries for the 
period. 
Excessive volatility that characterised stock market prices could make it difficult for 
central banks to construct a reliable price index that incorporates stock prices
15
. It is in this 
line that Shiratsuka (1999) opines that CPI is more reliable than stock price indices. 
However, Goodhart (2001) presents alternative weighting scheme that accommodates stock 
(asset) price indices. In line with these arguments, this paper adopts an approach similar to 
that of Anderson and Subbaraman (1996) that decomposes the asset price index into 
fundamental and non-fundamental (bubble) components
16
. HP-filter technique was used to 
that end, which distinguishes cyclical behaviour of the asset price from the long run path of 
the series
17
. If actual stock prices are highly volatile, the fundamental stock prices will be 
preferred.  
As discussed in Section 2, the optimization approach developed to estimate the target 
weights applied to different sectors in the price index, where the goal of the central bank is to 
stabilize the real economy. The first step is to assign parameters to the four sectors to 
estimate the optimum weights
18
. We follow the methodology proposed by Charemza and 
Shah (2013), which identifies an appropriate method for the estimation of the model. The 
parameter mΨ , which measures the degree of price sluggishness, depends on the assumptions 
that some sector prices are fully flexible while others are sluggish. For completely flexible 
sectors such as food and energy prices, it is assumed that
 
1mΨ  . This signifies price setting 
in these sectors is completely dependent on real economic condition. For sluggish sectors 
such as
 
other goods and services, and stock prices, it is assumed that 5.0mΨ  . For 
sensitivity analysis, intervals of [0.9, 1] and [0.45, 0.55]
19
 for price sluggishness, highly 
flexible parameters were used and it is repeated by 15000 sampling draws. The model in 
equation (8) is used  to obtain the parameters of and .  Equation (8) can be re-written in 
the following form; 
  (16) 
where all the variables are as defined above. The model states that the price disturbance in 
sector m depends on the aggregate price disturbance, output gap disturbance and a shock. 
Mankiw and Reis (2003) used an autoregressive, AR, approach to obtain the deviation form 
for the six disturbance variables. This can be valid provided that all variables are regressed 
against the same order of lags. However, if the variables are of different lags, which is 
usually the case, this can be problematic since the variables can have a different order of AR. 
It also presents potential problems of identification as observed by Mankiw and Reis (2003). 
This is because sectoral shocks can be correlated with the CPI and the output gap. To address 
this issue, a vector autoregressive (VAR) model is used to obtain the disturbances from the 
original data. A VAR model consisting of four sectoral prices, the CPI and the output gap (
m,tp , tp  and tz ) was used. The VAR model maintains equality among the variables as it uses 
the same number of exogenous variables on the right hand side and even the potential 
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 See Bernanke and Gertler (1999 and 2001) for details. 
16
 Anderson and Subbaraman (1996) separate stock prices into fundamental and speculative components and 
found that only the former has an impact on investment.  
17
 Refer to Hodrick and Prescott (1997) for full discussion of the technique that estimates an unobservable time 
trend (growth) component of given time series variable. 
18
 These target weights depend on the sector parameters. 
19
 See Charemza and Shah (2013) for detailed discussion of the methodology. 
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problem of identification of the model is addressed (Lütkepohl, 2005). In addition, the VAR 
model has other advantages over the AR model. For example, the VAR as a multivariate 
system contains more information than a univariate model that only deals with the variable of 
interest.  Secondly, a VAR model does not require specification of which variables are 
exogenous or endogenous as all variables are, by definition, endogenous. The optimum lags 
used in the estimation are determined by the use of information criteria
20
. Another concern in 
obtaining these parameters is that the shocks are likely to be correlated with the CPI. To 
address this potential problem, the paper formulates appropriate sectoral disturbance 
variables. These sectoral disturbance variables (rearrange eq. 16) are calculated by dividing 
the sluggishness parameter in sector m and subtracting from the aggregate price disturbance 
, 
where the rigidity parameter for each sector is independent from aggregate price
21
. Thus, 
equation (16) can be re-written as:  
       (17)
 
Equation (17) illustrates that the disturbance of relative prices depends on the 
business cycle and the white noise error term. Residuals (disturbance variables) are used as 
the variables in estimating the equation as prices are often found to possess unit roots. A unit 
root test indicates that all the variables (disturbances) are stationary, I(0) on levels. This 
therefore, rules out presence of cointegration between the sector prices and the real GDP
22
. It 
is assumed that the estimated shocks  are the idiosyncratic ones. The explanatory 
variable, output gap  is observed as a disturbance variable. It is likely that idiosyncratic 
shocks are correlated with non-idiosyncratic components. The model in equation (17) allows 
the possibility that some or all elements of the explanatory variable may be related with 
idiosyncratic shocks (composite error). This is the main source of endogeneity for certain 
explanatory variables in the regression equation. The estimation was undertaken through 
GMM technique, which is capable of computing the cyclical sensitivity and variance of the 
idiosyncratic shocks parameters (Ogaki, 1993). In addition, GMM has advantages over 
maximum likelihood or two-stage least square within the context of this analysis, because the 
technique allows estimation under restrictions implied by the economic theory and at the 
same time, it does not require additional distributional assumptions, which may not be part of 
the theory (Wooldridge, 2001). The explanatory variable (instrument variable) is orthogonal 
to the disturbance term,  The parameter, 
mb is estimated so that the 
corresponding sample moments are close to zero.  
The parameter of consumption weight m  is the relative percentage of each sector in 
the CPI. The consumption weight for asset prices is zero. After assigning the parameters to 
the four sectors these are then substituted into the variance of the output gap in equation (15). 
Then the variance of the output gap in equation (15) is numerically minimized with respect to 
mw . The paper uses the Newton-Raphson algorithm that is an iterative procedure that 
calculates maximum likelihood estimates based on the assumptions outlined in 2.1 above. 
Finally, the relative variance of output gap is estimated from the OSI and the CPI 
respectively for comparison. This is done in order to check the extent to which the variance 
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of output gap is minimized by targeting the OSI rather than the CPI. The variance of output 
gap for the OSI is estimated by replacing the four sectors’ parameters and optimal weights in 
the objective function. This procedure first involves estimating all the parameters and optimal 
weights for each sector. Then, it is substituted in all the parameters in the objective function 
equation (15). However, output gap variance is estimated for the CPI by evaluating the 
objective function where the optimal weights are equal to the consumption weights. 
Additionally, the parameters and consumption weights for asset price are equal to zero 
because this is not a component of CPI. 
4. Discussion of the Empirical Results  
As discuss in Section 3, optimization techniques were used to compute weights for different 
sectors in the price index from the perspective that policy maker aims to minimize variability 
of output gap. Parameters are assigned to the four sectors considered. Sectoral optimum 
weights depend on the sectoral parameters, which are all exogenous. Table 1 reports the 
results for the sectoral parameters for the UK and the US. Three regressions were estimated 
where in the first one stock prices, in addition to energy, food and other goods and services is 
included. As a robustness check, the second and the third regressions have used fundamental 
stock prices and bubble prices, respectively instead of stock prices, but including the three 
components of CPI. The theoretical discussion of the sluggishness parameter,  , and the 
consumption weight,  , in Table 1 has been covered in Section 3. The consumption weights 
represent the weights of different sectors in the CPI. The parameter
mb , which is the 
sensitivity of desired prices to the level of economic activity, and 
2
m , the magnitude of 
idiosyncratic shocks, are computed by the GMM method. 
Table 1 
The results reported in Table 1 indicate that the cyclical sensitivity parameter 
mb  for 
the food sector is larger than most of the other sectors for both countries (except for the 
financial sector in the UK). But the magnitude of the sectoral shock )u(Var  and consumption 
weight for the food sector is high. This suggests that food prices are more sensitive to 
economic activity and large sectoral shocks. This is consistent with the findings of Dubois et 
al. (2014) that demand structure of some classes of food in the UK and the US varies. The 
higher sensitivity and lower consumption weights make it a better sector to have a sizeable 
proportion in the OSI. As mentioned in the theoretical discussion of the model above, the 
parameter of cyclical sensitivity 
mb  should be pro-cyclical (greater than zero). The parameter 
value 
mb  for the other goods sector for both countries and the energy sector for the US are 
zero, which signifies that they are countercyclical. This is consistent with other studies such 
as Hamilton (2009) who finds that oil prices have a negative relationship with economic 
activity in the US. The sector shocks 
2
m   and the consumption weight m  for the energy 
sector are lower than all the other sectors, except for the other goods sector, for both 
countries. However, the combination of a low sensitivity parameter, 
mb  and a higher value of 
1m  suggest that the energy sector is a less desirable sector for use as a component of the 
OSI. As expected for both countries, stock prices and their components (fundamentals and 
bubbles) responded significantly to the output gap and large idiosyncratic shocks )u(Var , as 
is evident in Table 1. This supports the argument of Mankiw and Reis (2003). The UK 
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financial sector sensitivity parameter, 
mb , is larger than that of the US, suggesting that the 
former has a larger financial sector than the latter, relative to their GDP. This is consistent 
with the data depicted in Figure 1. The large sensitivity to the output gap is due to large 
cyclical movements in stock prices, as high volatilities and non-systemic movements in stock 
prices would lead to large idiosyncratic shocks. Therefore, stock prices need to be assigned a 
relatively higher optimal weight in the OSI despite showing a large variance in the sectoral 
shocks. These numerical parameter values are substituted into equation (15) which is then 
minimized with and without the constraints. Table 2 shows the average optimal OSI and CPI 
weights and output variance from 15,000 optimization experiments for the correlated shocks 
and Table 3 reports the results for the uncorrelated ones using a similar 15000 optimization 
experiments. The correlation between the shocks is reported in Appendix A, Tables (A1) and 
(A2). Three sets of optimal weights for the OSI were computed
23
. 
Table 2 
The results for the correlated shocks reported in Table 2 are coherent for both 
countries. The results for the UK show that stock prices are given 20% weights in the OSI, 
which is attributable to the combination of the high procyclical sensitivity, zero CPI weight 
and less flexible parameters. Food and energy sectors receive optimal weights of 58% and 
10%, respectively, in the OSI. Output gap variations are significantly smaller (about 54%) in 
the model that used the OSI compared to the one that used the CPI. In addition, stability in 
real economic activity further increases (about 74%) when the fundamental component of 
stock prices is used as a component in the OSI for the UK rather than stock prices. The 
reduction in the output-gap variations is substantially higher in the OSI relative to the CPI. 
The explanation lies in the fact that the price index calculated using the fundamental stock 
price is more reliable than the one that used actual or bubble stock prices. This is because 
movements in the fundamentals are more systematic and reflect permanent changes. 
Therefore, it should be given more weight by the policy makers. The results reported in Table 
3, which were obtained from shocks that are uncorrelated, corroborate those in Table 2. The 
financial sector gets about 37% of the weight in the OSI and the output gap variance 
decreases by about 68%. The economic stability obtainable from the OSI is consistent 
irrespective of whether bubbles or fundamental components of the stock prices are used for 
the uncorrelated shocks. 
Table 3 
In the case of correlated shocks, the results for the US show that the other goods 
sector obtains higher weights, 84% in the OSI, which is due to the combination of low m  
and the small variance of the shocks (see Tables 1 and 2). The combination of high
mb , low 
m  and zero consumption weights produce a weight for the stock prices in the OSI of about 
1%. Considering that the US is a net oil importing country, the optimal weight for the energy 
sector is 1%, which is due to the low sectoral shocks and lower consumption weights. The 
results indicate that the US output gap variance calculated from the OSI is about 74% smaller 
than the one from the CPI. These findings suggest that the optimal price index of the central 
banks could minimize economic instability by giving some weight to asset prices. Although 
asset prices get a very small optimal weight of about 1%, but recalibrating the weights in the 
price index would lead to a significant gain in terms of economic stability. Furthermore, both 
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the bubble and fundamental components of the stock prices significantly decrease the output 
gap variance. The reported results in Table 3 for uncorrelated shocks are consistent with 
those reported in Table 2, but the reduction in the output variance has significantly gone up 
for both countries.  
To check for the robustness of the results, more optimization experiments for different 
possible combinations were carried out; first, one-time period CPI weights for the year 
2011were used as well as using CPI for different years’ weights. This is because one might 
suspect that CPI weights are largely responsible for the high target weight. The result 
indicates that changing the CPI weights have not significantly affected the optimal weights 
and output reductions. Secondly, shocks were supposed to be uncorrelated (these are in Table 
3)
24
 rather than correlated as assumed in the first model, but shocks were allowed to be 
correlated (Table 2) and it has not affected the results in any significant way. Finally, Table 4 
computed the same empirical exercises as in table 2, but it uses the strong assumption that the 
stock prices are fully flexible, i.e. the parameter m  is equal to 1 for stock prices
25
. 
Therefore, in all these cases the findings are robust as they consistently show that the OSI 
still achieves a reduction in output variance for both countries.  
Table 4 
The findings, in general, signify that rearranging the weights in the price index to 
include the financial sector in a similar way to that of the OSI would lead to a sizeable gain in 
terms of output stability in both countries. Over all, the results in Tables 2, 3 and 4 show that 
the output gap variance reduction is higher in the OSI than in the CPI in both countries. 
Hence, this suggests that the OSI, as an index targeted by the policy makers would bring 
about a greater improvement in economic stability than the CPI, which can be better used as a 
measure of the cost of living. The estimated optimal weights are significant and similar in 
magnitude as well as consistent across the results reported in Tables 2, 3 and 4. For example, 
results for the UK confirm that the food and stock (financial) sectors have obtained 
substantial weights in the OSI across all the experiments. Similarly, results for the US also 
indicate that the other goods sector has continually received higher weights than the rest of 
the sectors across all the results reported in the tables. Not only are these optimal weights 
almost similar in magnitude, but they are all consistently significant across the results. As 
indicated from the results, the approach adopted by the paper produced consistent results for 
the two countries, hence supporting the core argument of the paper that the OSI or its variant 
would be a better target than the CPI. Another thing worth mentioning is that some of the 
econometric issues highlighted by Mankiw and Reis (2003) such as heterogeneity, 
endogeneity and autocorrelation have been addressed in this study by using the GMM 
method and the VAR model.  
 
Figure 2 
Inflation for the two countries is computed using the OSI and the CPI for comparison. 
These are depicted in Figures 2(a) and 2(b).  The computed inflation is defined by the 
percentage change in the CPI and the OSI over the last year’s level in the corresponding 
quarter. As shown in Figure 2(a), the result for the UK shows large divergence between the 
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 The strong assumption yields results that are fundamentally similar to the ones obtained with the assumption 
of 50.m   for stock prices. This corroborates the robustness of the obtained results.  
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OSI inflation and the headline inflation from the beginning 2000s and the late 2000s. The 
growth rate of OSI turned negative from 2001 to 2003. It can therefore be stated that 
monetary policy focusing on the stabilization of the OSI inflation would observe accelerating 
stock inflation during the late 1990s. Figure (2b) shows that the inflation rates measures by 
the OSI and the CPI for the US are almost identical and do not fundamentally differ
26
. The 
main intuition is that OSI and CPI got most of the weight from other good sectors. However, 
the result shows that resetting the weights in the price index of the US leads to substantial 
reduction in output variance.  
5. Conclusions 
This paper constructed broad measures of inflation that incorporates stock price indices, 
using the UK and the US data, and examined whether this measure is superior to the CPI in 
producing higher output stability in an inflation targeting regime. Our findings suggest that a 
central bank aiming at economic stability should not only include stock prices in the index of 
inflation it targets, but should also assign substantial weight to them. For both countries, 
switching from the CPI to the constructed OSI has resulted in improved real economic 
stability. The empirical results of the paper have, therefore, addressed the questions of 
importance of incorporating financial sector in the target price index and to what extent doing 
that can improve the economic stability, as stated in introductory part of the paper.  
An additional attractive feature of our approach is that a carefully constructed OSI can 
combine different sectoral prices in a way that minimizes the correlation between shocks in 
the various sectors. Relying on the OSI rather than the CPI is of critical importance to the UK 
and the US whose economies are highly vulnerable to variations in the stock markets as 
demonstrated by the paper. For both countries, the reduction in output gap variance is 
significantly larger, implying that the OSI constitutes a better target for monetary policy 
implemented via interest rate changes. 
The main policy implication of the finding is that for IT to improve macroeconomic 
stability, interest rate should rise during asset price booms and fall during asset price busts. 
For instance, in the UK, asset prices rose relative to other prices during the financial crisis of 
2007-08. Policy makers could have prevented fluctuations in output by raising interest rate so 
as to counter the increasing asset prices
27
. However, this should be carried out with caution if 
financial stability is one of the objectives of the monetary policy. 
One could be concerned about using the OSI to maximize stability in countries with 
relatively small stock markets. But even in this case, there could be benefits from using the 
OSI as importance of stock markets’ contributions to the overall well-being of the global 
economy has been increasing. This, therefore, comes with monetary policy implications that 
are relevant to such countries and, therefore, constitutes one of the core contributions of the 
paper.  
One potential debatable issue is the use of the HP Filter to decompose the stock prices 
into fundamental and bubble components, but the decomposition of the stock prices is not 
fundamental to the main objectives of the paper. It was meant to show that the decomposed 
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demand structure. This seems credible as it is obvious that their sector prices respond differently to the output 
gap changes.  
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 In contrast, if asset prices were decreasing faster than the other prices then the central bank could have reacted 
by cutting down the interest rate. 
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components of the stock prices may result in differences in the obtained results. But other 
techniques can be used in future extensions to the research. Secondly, another possible 
extension would be to include more sectors in the computation of the OSI, such as nominal 
wages, house prices, tradable and non-tradable goods, etc. However, the latter would come 
with additional challenges in terms of programming to obtain the necessary solution to the 
central banks’ objective function. 
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Figure 1: Ratio of Stock Market Capitalization to GDP in UK and US, 1990-2012 
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Figure 2:  
Comparison of the OSI and the CPI inflation 
 
 
(2a) UK 
 
 
(2b) US 
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Table 1: Summary of the Sectoral Parameters 
                          UK 
b                uVar                   
 
b  
               US 
 uVar                     Sector 
Food 
Energy  
Other goods 
Stock 
Fundamental 
Bubble 
2.57 
0.35 
0.00 
16.75 
10.87 
3.87 
0.000438 
0.000085 
0.000043 
0.013530 
0.004011 
0.004875 
1.0 
1.0 
0.5 
0.5 
0.5 
0.5 
0.11 
0.10 
0.79 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
7.66 
0.00 
0.00 
4.78 
1.22 
5.89 
0.009317 
0.000074 
0.000025 
0.014620 
0.005442 
0.002215 
1.0 
1.0 
0.5 
0.5 
0.5 
0.5 
0.08 
0.09 
0.83 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
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Table 2:  Weights, CPI and Optimal, from Constrained Optimisation 
For Mean Lambdas and Sensitivity Standard Errors (Correlated Shocks) 
 Food Energy Other 
goods 
Financial 
sector 
Output 
variance 
Variance 
reduction 
   UK    
CPI 0.11 0.10 0.79 0.00 0.000094 1.00 
OSI (sto) 0.58 0.10 0.12 0.20 0.000043 2.18 
S.E. (0.045) (0.028) (0.035) (0.039)   
OSI (fun) 0.49 0.07 0.05 0.39 0.000024 3.89 
S.E. (0.015) (0.014) (0.050) (0.032)   
OSI (bub) 0.86 0.10 0.01 0.03 0.000034 2.77 
S.E. (0.015) (0.018) (0.017) (0.006)   
   US    
CPI 0.08 0.09 0.83 0.00 0.000031 1.00 
OSI (sto) 0.14 0.01 0.84 0.01 0.000008 3.93 
S.E. (0.011) (0.001) (0.012) (0.001)   
OSI (fun) 0.14 0.01 0.83 0.02 0.000015 2.13 
S.E. (0.010) (0.001) (0.011) (0.001)   
OSI (bub) 0.13 0.01 0.83 0.03 0.000014 2.30 
S.E. (0.011) (0.001) (0.011) (0.001)   
Note: Figures in brackets are the standard error (S.E.), sto stands for stock prices, fun denotes 
fundamental stock prices and bub represents bubble stock prices. 
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Table 3:  Weights, CPI and Optimal, from Constrained Optimisation 
For Mean Lambdas and Sensitivity Standard Errors (Uncorrelated Shocks) 
 Food Energy Other 
goods 
Financial 
sector 
Output 
variance 
Variance 
reduction 
   UK    
CPI 0.11 0.10 0.79 0.00 0.000136 1.00 
OSI (sto) 0.41 0.19 0.03 0.37 0.000043 3.14 
S.E. (0.114) (0.050) (0.144) (0.060)   
OSI (fun) 0.05 0.18 0.12 0.65 0.000030 4.62 
S.E. (0.036) (0.057) (0.260) (0.187)   
OSI (bub) 0.69 0.16 0.00 0.15 0.000061 2.22 
S.E. (0.036) (0.028) (0.000) (0.009)   
   US    
CPI 0.08 0.09 0.83 0.00 0.000084 1.00 
OSI (sto) 0.22 0.02 0.75 0.01 0.000071 1.18 
S.E. (0.018) (0.010) (0.010) (0.001)   
OSI (fun) 0.21 0.02 0.72 0.05 0.000101 0.83 
S.E. (0.014) (0.008) (0.008) (0.010)   
OSI (bub) 0.19 0.01 0.65 0.15 0.000054 1.55 
S.E. (0.019) (0.008) (0.007) (0.008)   
Note: Figures in brackets are the standard error (S.E.), sto stands for stock prices, fun denotes 
fundamental stock prices and bub represents bubble stock prices. 
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Table 4:  Weights, CPI and Optimal, from Constrained Optimisation 
For Mean Lambdas and Sensitivity Standard Errors (Correlated Shocks) 
( = 1 for financial sector) 
 Food Energy Other 
goods 
Financial 
sector 
Output 
variance 
Variance 
reduction 
   UK    
CPI 0.11 0.10 0.79 0.00 0.000106 1.00 
OSI (sto) 0.51 0.13 0.13 0.23 0.000037 2.87 
S.E. (0.047) (0.035) (0.039) (0.036)   
OSI (fun) 0.55 0.07 0.00 0.38 0.000020 5.39 
S.E. (0.018) (0.009) (0.004) (0.013)   
OSI (bub) 0.84 0.13 0.00 0.03 0.000039 2.72 
S.E. (0.020) (0.018) (0.000) (0.005)   
   US    
CPI 0.08 0.09 0.83 0.00 0.000029 1.00 
OSI (sto) 0.14 0.01 0.85 0.01 0.000008 3.66 
S.E. (0.010) (0.001) (0.011) (0.001)   
OSI (fun) 0.14 0.01 0.83 0.02 0.000012 2.37 
S.E. (0.009) (0.001) (0.011) (0.004)   
OSI (bub) 0.13 0.01 0.83 0.03 0.000004 5.26 
S.E. (0.015) (0.001) (0.015) (0.002)   
Note: Figures in brackets are the standard error (S.E.), sto stands for stock prices, fun denotes 
fundamental stock prices and bub represents bubble stock prices.  
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Appendix A 
Table A1 - Correlation Matrix of Shock for UK 
Sector Energy Food Other goods Stock  
Energy 1.0000 -0.2817 -0.4015 0.0695 
Food 
 
1.0000 -0.1381 0.0698 
Other goods 
  
1.0000 -0.0601 
Stock 
   
1.0000 
 
Table A2 - Correlation Matrix of Shock for US 
Sector Energy Food Other goods Stock  
Energy 1.0000 -0.5284 -0.2920 -0.0679 
Food 
 
1.0000 -0.8530 0.1359 
Other goods 
  
1.0000 -0.2066 
Stock 
   
1.0000 
 
 
 
